
LET’S SHARE THE SHADES
OF GOD’S SCRIPTURES

KERALA TOURISM



TO SOAK IN THE MISTY AMBIENCE OF A HILLY RESORT? 
OR WOULD YOU LIKE TO WASH DOWN YOUR MEMOIRS AT THE GOLDEN SAND BEACHES 

WHILE WATCHING THE WISTFUL TROPICAL SUNSETS?

IT IS YOUR CHOICE… FROM THE WIDE KERALA’S ENCHANTING HOLIDAY DESTINATIONS… 
TAKE A BREAK FROM THE HEAT DUST AND STRESS OF YOUR DAILY CHORES.

WOULD YOU LIKE
The South-west state of India, Kerala enjoys all the blessings of nature 
– a long coastline, mountain stretches, meandering rivers, stunning 
water falls, dense forests, surf washed beaches, and dazzling monsoon. 
Today, it is one the fastest – growing tourism destinations in the world. 
Travellers come here, drawn by its unmatched natural beauty, its rich 
culture, its ayurvedic treatments and its fabulous resorts.

Kerala tourism



Kerala is the most literate of the States in India, with its indices comparable to that of the developed nations. Kearala’s 
health care record is quite remarkable in India. There are a large number of specialist hospitals, in all branches of 
medicine, those that provide cost effective successful cures to almost any disease. Moreover, Kerala do hold some of 
the best surgeons, and surgical facilities, apart from the world-renowned nursing care. If health is your problem, your 
care is just across the Arabian Sea. Come. Get cured. And go back with a healthy smile.

Medical Tourism
Health & Ayurveda
Kerala is one of the few places where Ayurveda, the traditional Indian cure 
system which originated thousands of years ago, is practiced in the most 
authentic way. Ayurveda is more than just a medical system. It is a science of 
life.  Kerala is the globally famous hub of Ayurveda.  There is a large number 
of Ayurvedic rejuvenation centers, hospitals and resorts all over here.  They 
provide a wide range of treatments to cure chronic diseases and restore 
health.  Ayurvedic treatments are performed by using natural herbs and their 
oils that have no side effects. A great number of foreigners visit Ayurvedic 
centers in Kerala every year.



The water falls
The forests of Western Ghats are punctuated with large and small waterfalls 
that gurgle and splash down the mountain side. The wooded forests of 
Western Ghats are hidden with cascading showers. The important waterfalls 
in Kerala are Athirapally, Vazhachal, Palaruvi & Tusharagiri.

GURGLES
OF NATURE

Art forms of Kerala
Known for its performing arts like Koodiyattam, Kathakali, Ottamthullal, 
Kerala also has its own indigenous form of martial art — Kalarippayattu, 
that is derived from the words kalari (“place”, “threshing floor”, or 
“battlefield”) and payattu (“exercise” or “practice”). Influenced by 
both Kerala’s Brahminical past and Ayurvedic medicine, kalaripayattu 
is attributed by oral tradition to Parasurama. After some two centuries 
of suppression by British colonial authorities, it is now experiencing 
strong comeback among Keralites while also steadily gaining worldwide 
attention.

Monsoon
Kerala has one of the most enviable climatic conditions. It has the tropical 
climate and remains pleasant for most of the year. A few fast facts about the 
climate are that Kerala does not have a dry spell as is in rest of India. Average 
temperature can vary anywhere between 20-30 degree Celsius. 

But there is one time, when everything is at its best. That is when the sun 
has almost baked up the land, the one thing that revives everything back 
comes along – the monsoon breaks to and applause of the pitter and patter 
of the rain. Water brings life, vigour and your mornings are freshened up with 
glistening leaves, moist ground and pleasant weather.

MAGICAL
APPLAUSE
OF RAINS



The capital city of Kerala is built on seven hills between the Western 
Ghats and the Arabian Sea shore. It has a charming blend of quaint 
bungalows, government buildings, old-fashioned shops & ancient 
palaces. Without any pretentious air, it is one of the loveliest cities in 
India with clean and natural greenery. Trivandrum Airport is one of the 
three international airports located in Kerala.

Thiruvananthapuram
(Trivandrum / TRV)

Kerala Airports & 
Connectivity

Kochi (Cochin / COK)
The state’s main business hub - Kochi formerly was a tiny fishing village 
on the banks of a small estuary. When the Periyar River flooded in 1341, 
it opened up the estuary creating one of the finest natural harbours 
in the world. From time immemorial, the Arabs, British, Chinese, 
Dutch, and Portuguese have left indelible marks on the history and 
development of Cochin. Cochin is proud of its world class port and 
international airport that link it to many major cities worldwide.

Kozhikode
(Calicut / CCJ) 
Kozhikode or Calicut, as it was known to the Europeans, was where 
Vasco da Gama first landed in India in 1498. It was earlier visited by the 
explorer Marco Polo in 1320 AD who talked about the ‘Great Province 
of Malabar’. Kozhikode was once the capital of the powerful sea lords 
known as Zamorins or Samuthiris, and till date is a prosperous centre 
of trade and commerce. The idyllic setting, with the Arabian Sea on 
the west and Wayanad Hills on the east, has made it a popular tourist 
destination over the years. Today, the town is known for its beautiful 
countryside, pristine beaches, historic sites, calm backwaters, wildlife 
sanctuaries, rivers, timber industry and ayurvedic medicines.

Heritage, history & culture
Kerala herself resembles a museum in which it preserves history 
in the form of deserted caves, heritage landmarks, sites of 
ancient human habitation etc., which turns the pages of the 
history back by five thousand years. Coupled with this antiquity, 
here are lofty signs catching out eyes and assertion.

CHRONICLES
BURIED IN
SCRIPTURES



Kerala house boats
The waterways of Kerala are unique attractions. Chart your leisure trips 
across peaceful backwaters, in luxurious house boats. The backwater 
travel in Kerala is rated far above all the world’s Venetian joy rides, and 
you have to take it to believe it. Eat fresh food cooked on the boat. 
Drink the cooling milk of the coconut. And watch idyllic villagers pass 
by, as you float by in a magical time warp.  The houseboats have all 
the comforts of a good hotel including furnished bedrooms, modern 
toilets, cozy living rooms, a kitchen and even a balcony for angling. 
Parts of the curved roof of wood or plaited palm open out to provide 
shade and allow uninterrupted views. House boat gives the ultimate 
privacy for Honeymooners.

HEAVENLY ABODES
ON WATER

Back waters
Backwaters are a network of lakes, canals and estuaries and deltas of 
forty-four rivers that drain into the Arabian Sea. A backwater is a unique 
feature of Kerala and is not found in any part of the world. The canals 
connect the villages together and are still used for local transport. 
The most exciting thing on the backwaters of Kerala, however, is 
the ‘Kettuvallom / House boats’ which has become the most popular 
tourism product in India today.

Hotels/Resorts/Serviced Villas
In constant pursuit of perfection, Gateway Malabar Holidays has been 
bringing in a selection of boutique hotels, luxury resorts, homely 
serviced villas and personalized home stays to our tie-up list. We tune 
in to your choice, your taste and your budget. Be it the super luxurious 
star hotels, or the small budget home stays, your privacy and comfort 
remain unhindered. So does our loyal service.

YOUR STAY IN 
KERALA
Your wish, our command



Kumarakom
Set against the backdrop of rich green paddy fields and still grey 
waters, Kumarakom is a cluster of small islands on the eastern banks of 
Vembanad Lake. With maze of lush waterways, it is evolved as a niche 
destination for the experience-loving independent traveler. With the 
prime resorts in the country, Kumarakom is a destination meant for 
pure relaxation while you take in stunning views of nature. This small 
back water village is located 75 Km from Cochin city.

Alappuzha - (Alleppey) 
Its criss-crossing canals, which were once busy waterways, evoked 
comparisons with Venice. Situated at the south-western tip of the 
Vembanad Lake, Alappuzha has long stretch of beach and winding 
canals which gives it a quaint, alluring quality and makes it one of the 
must visit destinations in Kerala.

The coast
Kerala has a shoreline which is 600 km long, with some of the most 
charming beaches, coconut groves, natural harbors, lagoons and 
sheltered coves. Some of the beaches, worth the visit in Kerala, are  
Kovalam Bekal & Marari beach.

DRENCHING
SHADES OF 
PASTEL



Kovalam
Three crescent shaped beaches with clear shallow waters separated 
by rocky outcroppings form the main attraction of this coastal region. 
Backed by steeply rising headlands covered in verdant coconut palms 
Kovalam is a famous destination for swimmers and beachcombers. 
There is an unmistakable resort feel, which is the hallmark of Kovalam. 
Frothy exuberant surf, the sunshine and balmy air, all impart an illusory 
quality to this coastal tourist spot.

Bekal 
Though a small township, Bekal is world famous for the Bekal Fort – 
a 17th century edifice, overlooking the Arabian sea situated nearly 
130 feet above the waves that crash against its bastions with a palm 
fringed & virgin beach. Bekal is an ideal destination for pure leisure 
beach combers who prefer calm and peaceful surroundings. Calicut 
international airport is around 200 Kms from Bekal, while  Mangalore 
airport is the nearest airport to Bekal.

Hill stations & wild life
Kerala has a long chain of lush, mid-clad hill stations that are home to 
exotic wildlife. The major Hill stations of Kerala are: Munnar, Ponmudi, 
Neliyampathy, Wayanad, Pythal Mala, Ezhimala, Devikulama and 
Wagamon. Nestled in the lush forests of the Western Ghats in Kerala 
are 12 Wildlife sanctuaries and two National Parks.

Munnar
Situated on the confluence of three mountain streams Munnar is 1600 
meters above sea level. This Hill station which is famous for the tea 
plantations retains a colonial charm and with its sprawling estates, 
rolling hills, sparkling waterfalls and undulating valleys, Munnar is an 
idyllic holiday destination 130 Km far from Cochin town.

MASTERCLASS 
PANORAMA

MESMERIC 
WILDERNESS



Wayanad
Wayanad is an exotic and picturesque destination located in the 
Sylvan Northern High Ranges of Kerala. It is known for its comfortable, 
refreshing and pollution free environment. Situated at an altitude of 
about 3750-4500 ft above sea level it spreads over an area of about 
150 sq km. Eco-friendly Wayanad is world famous for its evergreen rain 
forests and plantations of coffee, tea, rubber, cardamom and pepper.

GREENS ON 
CLOUD NINE

Thekkady
Straddling Tamil Nadu and Kerala, Thekkady and its plantation town 
Kumily are convenient bases to explore the beautiful Cardamom Hills. 
With undulating hills, crisp and clean air, spice scented plantations, the 
India’s finest wildlife reserve is situated in Thekkady’s Periyar forest. 
The first destination in the state to promote environmental tourism, 
Thekkady continues to beckon the adventurous traveller.

We are reputed travel planners, with years of experience catering exclusively to 
the Gulf clientele.  We offer sober clean packages, with professional guidance 
made available at every lap of your journey. We have efficient guides well 
versed in Arabic as well as English, providing you with the most personalized 
attention, to make your experience worthier. We provide airport pick up, 
and drop, and ensure that you stay in the best places everywhere. And more 
important, we know your tastes in food, and we make sure that you get only 
Halal food throughout your stay. 

Now, all you need is to get in touch with us. 

And just take rest after that… For, we shall take care of the rest. 

And there’s no better way to see
Kerala than through us. LIVELY 

SHADES
OF 
GREEN



Bangalore / Bengaluru
The capital of Karnataka state comes as the perfect package of 
technology, history and beauty. Be it an adventurous trek, a gaze of 
the historical monuments, a stroll down the well manicured gardens; 
Bangalore continues to impress masses of all ages and interests. This 
city unfolds rich architecture and character in its splendid monuments. 
Inhabited by a cosmopolitan mass coupled with a benevolent climate, 
Bangalore tops the chart of tourist destinations in Karnataka

Mysore
The cultural capital of Karnataka boasts of a 600 year old majestic legacy 
of art, culture and opulence. This ancient city combines magnificent 
palaces and monuments along with serene parks and gardens. Mysore 
also forms the main centre for premium silk, sandalwood and incense. The 
cool climate of Mysore along with its cosmopolitan culture backed by a 
friendly populace makes it a thriving tourist destination.



Chikamagalur
Misty, pretty and calm, Chikamagalur is one of this hill forested 
regions with a favourable healthy climate. Beautiful hills, green 
scapes and placid lakes form staple views here. Kudremukh hills 
situated to the southwest of this rustic town is characterized 
by its soaring unique shaped peaks overlooking the Arabian 
Sea. A great spot for trekking and fishing, Chikamagalur is the 
perfect getaway from the maddening crowd.

Coorg/Kodagu
Fastened along the mountainous slopes, Coorg showcases 
breathtaking views of emerald landscapes, cascading 
waterfalls and exotic wildlife. The hilly slopes, coffee 
plantations, the orange orchards and green woods support 
it as one of the perfect destinations for trekking and bird 
watching.

Ooty
The summer headquarters of the British, Ooty is synonymous 
to romance. Flanked by misty mountains and blankets of 
tea and spice plantations, this old town stands for charm 
and magic. Every nature lover’s paradise Ooty houses the 
famous Rose Garden and Ooty Botanical Park. Cool and 
picturesque Ooty shall leave you allured forever.

Kabini 
The popular Kabini River bordered on the two sides with 
beautiful lush greens. An area renowned for wild life viewing, 
exotic resorts and comfortable living with freedom, Kabini 
is one of the most wanted holiday destination that nature 
lovers sort for. It is wonderfully located near the tropical 
Ghats on the Kerala Karnataka border
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WHAT THEY SAY ABOUT KERALA…
• One of the 50 must see destinations of a lifetime -

 “National Geographic Travel”

• One of the 10 paradises of the World - “National Geographic Travel”

• One of the 100 great trips for the 21st century - “Travel and Leisure”

• One of the ten love nests in India - “Cosmopolitan”

• One of the six destinations of the millennium - “The Khaleej Times”

• State of Enlightenment status accorded to Kerala Tourism -

 “National Geographical Traveler”

• It is truly God’s Own Country - “Sir Paul McCartney, former Beatle”

• Afoot and afloat, Kerala is worth the journey - “Time”

• Where India flows at a relaxed pace - “The New York Times”

• One of the ten hot spots for the millennium - “Emirates

 In-flight Magazine”
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www.gatewaymalabar.com | info@gatewaymalabar.comGatewayMalabarHolidays @gmholidays

No better way to see Kerala than 
through us!
Your best destination management company in the 
region to host the most number of Arabian tourists 
to Kerala.

24/7 On -tour Help-Desk
You get all your queries answered through our 24/7 
on-call support, while on your Kerala tour; both in 
English and Arabic.

Halal Certified Agent
We know the values you maintain and your special 
tastes in food; and so we are able to take care of 
your priorities throughout your time with us.

Best fit to your pocket
You get the best rates possible and enjoy easy 
payment options with sober clean packages.

Group Tour, Family Tour, Honeymoon, Photography Tours, Medical Packages, 
MICE & incentive Packages, House Boats & Luxury Cabs
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